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FOREWORD BY TOM HOLLOWAY

On Sunday the 28th of April 1996 I was 17, in my last year of school and 
delivering pizzas in the northern suburbs of Hobart. It was a beautiful 
Tasmanian autumn day: still and quiet with orange leaves falling from the 
trees, crystal clear air all around and pale blue skies above. It was Tasmania at 
its best.

I remember the first report on the radio. Shots had been fired at Port Arthur. 
It was believed there were casualties. Very little seemed to be known.
As the reports kept coming though and the situation became clearer and 
more horrific, none of us at the shop could believe what was happening. 
And we weren’t alone. The city, the state and in fact the entire country was 
suddenly stunned, shocked and scared. The boss turned the oven off and 
sent us home.

That first day will stay with me forever and all I was doing was working to 
earn pocket money 100kms away from what was happening. It was an 
event that became so tragic that people struggled even to talk about it. It 
was too big and too painful. For many it still is. For me though it brought up 
things that I needed to share, to know I wasn’t alone, but how do you share 
something like this?

I read a great deal of books and plays, especially verbatim plays (plays that 
are edited extracts from interviews with real people about real events). 
Verbatim plays can be very powerful but for this project it did not feel right. 
Although moving, I sometimes struggle to see the ‘theatre’ in verbatim plays, 
as it is people talking about things that have already happened. Where are 
the characters’ journeys? Where is the drama? For me the tragedy of Port 
Arthur and the response to sudden loss of all kinds is too raw, too powerful 
for verbatim to be able to capture it.

I hope this play is not just about what happened that day. I hope it is not 
purely about the aftermath either. I hope this play is about something you 
can feel close to even if you have never heard of Port Arthur. 

I thank you all very much for reading and sharing in the stories of the 
characters you are about to meet. I hope that, for an audience, being in a 
theatre with family, friends, acquaintances and even strangers around them, 
they will all get to feel part of something that too often we feel we have to 
face alone. 
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Please, when reading this script, remember plays are not written to be read. 
For me plays are more like music, like manuscripts, than like books. A play is 
a tool for theatre artists to create a work to share with an audience. This play 
has been written for actors and directors and designers and should be seen 
as a means to a piece of theatre, but not a piece of theatre in itself.

This play has given me immense experiences. It has let me meet some 
amazing and strong people, it has let me travel across the globe and, without 
meaning to sound cliché, it has allowed me to follow my dreams. Yet it has 
also brought me great challenges and while working on it I have been faced 
with some of the most personal and painful experiences of loss in my own 
life. As a young writer I have learnt that I cannot shut myself off from those 
personal experiences, for it is through what we experience ourselves that 
we truly get to know what it is like to be human and for me, this is what all 
writing is trying to capture … what it is to be human.

If you are reading this and you love theatre or writing or anything at all 
creative, I urge you to trust yourself. To believe that no story, no event, no 
topic is too big for you to confront. I urge you to share your work. To give it 
to friends, to family, to teachers, to professionals you admire and look up to. 
Often sharing your work is the hardest step but the most essential. How else 
are you going to reach people if they never get to see what you create? I also 
urge you to read plays or poems or musical manuscripts or novels or look 
at art or watch films or whatever medium you love because the best way to 
learn a craft is through the work of others. Read and see these things and 
when you do, feel liberated to ‘steal’ from them. Take what you love in them 
and see how you can make it your own. Let your work be affected by the 
artists you love.

Thank you. I hope you enjoy this play. I hope it inspires you to pursue your 
own work.
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REVIEW OF BEYOND THE NECK IN REALTIME BY SUE MOSS

Tom Holloway was 17 years old and working in a pizza shop in Hobart when 
the tragedy at Port Arthur unfolded in 1996. His play, ‘Beyond the Neck’, a story 
performed 10 years later, is his powerful response to the events of that day. 

An arc of shelving containing family memorabilia wraps around the
performance space. Isolated in compartments these artifacts include a
transistor, phone radio, wireless, pair of binoculars, traffic cone, model
ship, horseshoe, red safety helmet, photo developer, dartboard, pair of red
shoes and a model of a colourful Montgolfier balloon. Most of these embody 
a nostalgia for childhood and the shared times of family life. Because we are
alert to the symbolic significance of many of the items, this miscellany of
memory also evokes a sense of menace and foreboding.

Four strangers are seated at a table. They introduce themselves as a boy
(Jonathan auf de Heide), teenage girl (Jemma Gates), young mother (Sara 
Cooper) and a tour guide (Ron Haddrick). They offer fragments of their story
interspersed with interruption and disjuncture. Each character strategically
draws on the device of a closing imperative such as “No!”, “Stop!” and
“What!” These intercessions deflect a specific or difficult strand of thought 
that threatens to summon terror, blame or dread.

It’s Sunday. Making their separate journeys by car or coach are the boy,
the teenage girl and the young mother. Inevitably someone is whingeing. 
The teenage girl is cramped in the back of a car with her knees jammed 
under her chin. She resents her mother’s intimacy with the driver, her father’s 
best friend. The boy is hyper-excited because his friend Michael is travelling
with him—or is he? The young mother is part of a mystery bus tour with 
a blue-rinse mob. She turns toward the rear of the bus to ensure that her 
husband David and daughter Molly are present 

It is this indeterminacy of past, present and future that contributes to an
inexorable build of tension. Our knowing and imaginings are already filling
in the spaces. Through an interweaving of narrative and back-story, our
apprehensions hover about the temporal uncertainty and the indeterminate
fate of these Sunday travellers.

The Neck is a narrow strip of land a few hundred metres wide, 83 kilometres
from Hobart. To cross The Neck is to be inexorably drawn to the former penal
settlement of Port Arthur. This prison was modelled on Jeremy Bentham’s
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Panopticon which functioned as a round-the-clock surveillance machine 
where each prisoner was left alone in the dark without sound or name, 
inevitably raving into madness. We are similarly seated in the darkness of the
auditorium while observing each character’s terror, grief and compassion
unfold. 

Waiting at Tassie’s top tourist attraction to meet his next tour group and
unleash his “old fart’s bad jokes” is the tour guide (Ron Haddrick). When he
welcomes us to the Visitors’ Centre our indeterminate journey begins. The
impact of that day on each of the characters is gradually revealed. Again we
are reminded of the cruelty of sudden absence: the boy hears his friend
Michael urging him to act, the teenage girl grieves the loss of her father,
the young mother recalls her terror when she is locked in the darkness of a
solitary cell. Ten years later the tour guide is still fending off intrusive
questions and angrily refers to the “bullshit” of ‘closure.’  “Were you
there?” the teenage girl asks the tour guide and an autumn chill slaps our
necks. 

Beyond the Neck was one of five plays out of 400 entries to be chosen for
presentation as part of the Royal Court Theatre’s International Young
Playwrights’ Festival in London. Holloway structures his play so that through 
fragments and overlays of story, through the fluctuation of presence and 
absence, four strangers find connection, solace and possible redemption.

The events at Port Arthur reverberated around the world. To echo the words
carved in stone at the memorial site: “Cherish life for the sake of those
who died. Cherish compassion for those who gave aid. Cherish peace for the
sake of those in pain.” Holloway’s tautly crafted work offers a theatre of
renewal for and of our time.

This review originally appeared in RealTime 82, December 2007-January 2008, 
page 35 and at www.realtimearts.net/article/82/8788 and is reproduced with the 
permission of the publisher and the writer.
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ABOUT TASMANIA PERFORMS

In 2006 Tasmania Performs was formed to enhance the product and market
development for the Tasmanian performing arts sector.
 
Tom Holloway is an exceptionally talented young Tasmanian playwright. In
Beyond the Neck he has crafted a play that springs from, and indeed belongs
to Tasmania and yet has universal relevance.
 
We have been proud to support Tom in developing his first professional
production of this play because he, and the play, epitomise everything we
hoped Tasmania Performs might achieve.
 
With significant support from the Theatre Board at the Australia Council,
Tasmania Performs was able to present the premiere season of Beyond the 
Neck in Hobart and Launceston in September 2007.
 
The show sold out before it opened and the season was extended. The
response from audiences was often the same each night   a long (very long)
and thoughtful silence before huge applause. Not surprisingly, this play
touched people deeply and continues to be talked about months after the
season ended.
 
Annette Downs: Producer Tasmania Performs
Tasmania Performs is an initiative of Arts Tasmania, developed in partnership 
with the Australia Council and managed by Performing Lines.
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Sara Cooper, Jemma Gates and Ron Haddrick in Argy Bargy Productions/
Tasmania Performs production of Beyond the Neck.
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THANKS

I must thank Dr Julian Meyrick, Peter Matheson, Iain Lang, Simon Stephens 
and Dave Ryding. I also owe The Australia Council for the Arts a great deal for
supporting this project right from the very beginning and I thank The Royal 
Court Theatre in London for the amazing opportunities it has given me.
I give great thanks to the skilled, tireless and never ending work of Annette 
Downs and Wendy Blacklock, without whom the first production would not 
have happened. The people I must thank most of all though are Gaye
and John Fidler, Pamela and John Law, Peter Wilson, Anne and John Francis, 
Rosie Crompton Crook, Senator Stephen Parry, the Port Arthur Historic Trust 
and every one else that was willing to share their stories with me. I give 
this play to them, to my family and friends and to anyone that has suffered 
anything like what these characters have suffered, which is probably all of us 
to some degree or another.
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I dedicate this play to Dr Judith Homeshaw who is one of the smartest, bravest 
and most caring people I have ever met and whom, I am very proud to say, is also 

my mother. Thank you. For everything.
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INTRODUCTION TO PORT ARTHUR AND THE PLAY …

Port Arthur is a former convict settlement on the Tasman Peninsula in 
Tasmania, Australia. It was a prison for convicts that re-offended after 
being sent to the colonies and was feared by them and free people alike. 
Punishment included one of the earliest forms of solitary confinement in The 
Model Prison, based on the new prison of the day in Pentonville, England. It 
was inspired by ideas that came from the Quaker church to use silence and 
isolation instead of hard labour in an attempt to give a prisoner a chance 
to think about their crimes and find their own path to repentance. It was 
considered a more humane, peaceful approach to rehabilitation. In Port 
Arthur it did not work. Hard labour continued in the chain gangs and the 
Model Prison became notorious for breaking the minds of its inmates. Its 
effect was so significant an asylum was built to support it. The settlement 
was used for convicts from the mid 1830’s to the 1880’s. In the years after 
it closed many of the former inmates stayed on the site, unable to face the 
world outside.

It has long been Tasmania’s most visited tourist attraction.

In 1996 Martin Bryant shot and killed 35 people there and wounded over 
20 more. He did not kill himself. He will spend the rest of his life in practical 
solitary confinement in Tasmania’s Risdon Prison.

Before each performance the cast and crew should offer tea and biscuits or 
similar to the audience without charge. Not in the sense of an emergency 
centre, but purely to give something away for free.
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IMPORTANT NOTE TO ACTORS AND DIRECTOR

As said in the title, this piece of theatre is perhaps closer to a musical quartet 
than to a ‘straight’ play. It is a piece where rhythm and timbre play vital roles, 
perhaps equally as important as characterisation and narrative structure.

The actors in this play have two main functions. The first is to voice the story 
of their characters and the second is to work as a broken chorus in support 
of each other’s journeys. There are times when members of the chorus urge 
the character to tell their story, times when they ‘fill in the gaps’ and times 
when they work in direct opposition to the character. This is similar to the 
four instruments of a quartet. At times each actor has the main theme of the 
piece (they hold the ‘tune’ as their character) and at other times they work 
either in support of or as a counter to the theme (as the chorus). As with a 
piece of music the full effect of is not clear until all four parts can be heard 
and seen working together.

In this version I have made the lines of chorus bold and the lines of character 
as normal text. This is an attempt to serve the reader. There are times when 
the character addresses a member of the chorus directly and as this is not in 
the ‘world’ of the character’s trip to Port Arthur, but in their struggle to tell it, 
I have put these lines in bold as well. I have divided the lines like this simply 
to aid the reader in getting a sense of the worlds of the play, not to prescribe 
meaning or intention. 
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SETTING
Tasmania, Australia

CHARACTERS
1: A boy, 7 years old
2: A girl, 17 years old
3: A woman, 28 years old
4: A man, 75 years old
A Visitor: To be played by any one of the actors, at the discretion of 
the director
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TUNE UP

Every light; stage lights, house lights, work lights, are turned on to their brightest 
level. Gradually, one by one they are turned off until we are in almost complete 
darkness. In the remaining dim light we see the actors enter one at a time. Each 
actor does one final thing to prepare them self for the performance. It may be 
adding a last piece of costume they pick up, or preparing their space. Once all 
actors are ready and settled, the lights fade to absolute darkness, before…
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OVERTURE

4: Attention all you lags and lasses, you dirty re-offenders, you have 
 arrived at Australia’s most feared convict settlement. I’m gonna be 
 your guide today so your punishment is to spend the next hour or 
 so puttin’ up with an old fart’s bad jokes. Sorry about that but that’s 
 what you get for stealin’ a lady’s handkerchief up there in Hobart 
 town. 

 As we stand here today at the base of the Visitor’s Centre and look 
 out over the site we see a bloody nice scene. We see gardens and 
 ruins, the green bush of the hills and the fish filled waters of the  
 bay. We hear ankle biters runnin’ and laughin’ and we can smell 
 sangers and steaks cookin’ on the barbies. We can even feel the last 
 rays of warmth in the autumn sun. All in all it is a bloody beauty of a 
 day. Golden.

 But as you look out and see this handsome place it’s important you 
 know what has gone on here. This place was a machine built on 
 the hardest punishments imaginable. Punishment like hard labour 
 in chain gangs, bloody floggings with whips dipped in salt water, 
 and probably the worst of ‘em all, solitary confinement and sensory 
 deprivation in the separate prison. The mental torture in that 
 prison was so bloody severe an asylum was built to help deal with 
 the poor blights who weren’t strong enough to cope with it. And all 
 in the name of rehabilitation. 

 It’s even harder to, well, imagine that only a couple a years back a 
 young man came here on a day not unlike today. He walked in to 
 the café and, well he started bloody killin’ people. Killed 35 and hurt 
 over 20 more. Killed children and women. Almost 24 hours it went 
 on for. They say it’s the worst peacetime massacre anywhere in the 
 world and it all happened right here. Right in this sleepy little place. 
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 So it’s fun to make jokes about incorrigible stinkin’ convicts, 
 especially when they smell as bad as you lot, or evil officers with 
 their cat of nine tails; that’s me if you don’t laugh at me jokes. But 
 never forget, this place is real. 

 Not everyone you are about to meet is directly linked to this 
 place. Some are just visitin’ like you scallywags are today, but the 
 stories of the place, they got this knack of linkin’ us all. This is no 
 tour of a convict settlement or of a massacre site. This is a tour of 
 things that I reckon we have all had to know at some time in our 
 lives. And. Well. As I said, there will be plenty of bad jokes along the 
 way.

  Shall we begin?

 As the introductions and moments of response continue they overlap 
 more and more.

2:  The young mother and wife.

4: The boy.

3: The teenage girl.

 
1: The old man.
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2: The young mother and wife closes the door behind her.

4: The boy runs home.

3: The teenage girl as a child sits.

1: The old man sits down in his home.

3: The teenage girl as a child sits thinking she is in trouble.

4: The boy runs home screaming. Tears mix with the blood on his 
 face. He is desperate to get home.

2: The young mother and wife closes the door behind her. She 
 picks up the washing she dropped on the floor. She stands at 
 the machine for a long time. She does not cry.

1: The old man sits down in his home. It is late. Very late. His wife 
 has been listening on the radio not knowing if he was dead or 
 alive. She looks at him for some sign. He says nothing.

2: The young mother and wife sees the pile of washing she 
 dropped on the floor. She cannot stand so she slides down the 
 door. She cries. She screams.

1: The old man falls in to his wife’s arms. He cries. He wails. He has 
 blood on his clothes.
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3: The teenage girl as a child sits thinking she is in trouble but 
 instead her mother tells her the news.

4: The boy walks home in silence. He doesn’t cry. He feels the 
 blood run down his cheek and neck and on his hands. Michael 
 stays with the dog. 

3: The teenage girl as a child doesn’t understand dead. Gone. 
 Massacre. She wants to ask her mother to stop. Her mother 
 doesn’t stop.

4: The boy runs screaming in to his mother’s legs. She is trying to 
 calm him. To find out what happened. To find out where the 
 blood is coming from.

3: The teenage girl as a child reaches for her mother but her 
 mother turns away. She tries to cry out. To call out help and 
 please and where is Dad but still her mother won’t hold her.

1: The old man sits down in his home. It is late. Very late. His wife 
 cries at him. Screams at him. The old man holds her. He has 
 blood on his clothes. He says nothing. 

2: The young mother and wife does not cry. She does not fall to the 
 floor but she cannot stay. She turns and leaves the house and 
 goes to work like nothing has happened.

4: The young boy stands quiet and still as his mum desperately 
 tries to clean the blood and find the wound. She screams at him 
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 to tell her what happened. He says nothing. 

 He sees the dog. He sees Michael. 

3: The teenage girl as a child’s mother just walks away. She leaves 
 the girl alone in her room and walks away.

2: She goes to work like nothing has happened.

4: Michael stays with the dog.

3: She is left all alone in her room.

1: He says nothing.

4: Cries.

3: Wails.

2: Screams.

1: Says nothing.

3: Is alone.
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2: Like nothing has happened.

END OF OVERTURE
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FIRST MOVEMENT

SETTING OFF

3: Michael …

1: Michael?

 Michael?

 Hello?

 Michael hello?

3: Michael …
 

1: Michael?
 

 Hello?

 Oh Michael.

 Michael?
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 Oh come on Michael come on!

3: MICH-
 

1: MICHAEL!

3: He always finds Michael in the park when he needs him.

1: Oh Michael come on Michael where are you oh gee I’ve got to invite 
 you we’re going on a drive some place don’t know but I told Mum 
 and Dad I want you to come and I mean you would have to I mean 
 they told me to say that nothing bad could happen Michael okay 
 nothing bad which is boring I know but nothing like when you 
 made me climb that tree and then I couldn’t get down and I was 
 in that tree for four hours or the other time with the dog in the park 
 when you led me under the tree and that dog was there and with 
 that or the time you told me to move Mrs Henderson’s chair at 
 school just as she was about to sit down and she fell on her bottom 
 and her dress fell back over her head and although it was funny 
 having to tell Mum and Dad wasn’t well nothing like that okay but 
 I want you to come it would be totally cool if you came and we 
 could play cricket and have a barbecue and use my brand new 
 cricket bat don’t you reckon that would be cool where are you 
 Michael hello hello hell-

4: The young boy gives up and runs back in to his parents.

3: No he doesn’t.




